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ABSTRACT
DRIVING UNDER WEATHER: AN EXPLORATION OF THE TRAVELING SALESMAN
PROBLEM WITH PROBAILISTIC UNFAVORABLE DRIVING CONDITIONS
Andrew Wright, M.S.
Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering
Northern Illinois University, Fall 2018
Reinaldo Moraga, Co-director
Gary Chen, Co-director

Inclement weather has a visceral impact on transportation systems, but it has been made
undeniably clear. Reliable ground transportation is absolutely fundamental in global logistics,
and the need to deliver goods to customers in a timely manner has never been more important.
The field of operations research offers some quality logistics problems with the foresight to
provide efficient transportation solutions. One of the most prevalent problems in operations
research is the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). Although much research has gone into
solving the classic TSP and some of its variants, none have been truly dedicated to integrating
meteorological sciences.
The methodological framework uses roadway travel distances as edges in a TSP network
of real cities. Those edges must be transformed by some reduced travel speed, which becomes a
function of both the static distance and dynamically probabilistic weather phenomena. A uniform
speed is given to form control solutions for driving in ideal conditions. Upper and lower bounds
for travel speeds in inclement weather are used to non-uniformly penalize the edges, and the TSP
is resolved again. Both a greedy nearest neighbor heuristic and a simulated annealing heuristic
are used for control and both bounded solutions. As expected, simulated annealing outperformed
nearest neighbor in all cases. Expected locally optimal tour times were significantly shorter for
the control solutions, while the longest locally optimal tours were found during most problematic
and most probabilistic driving conditions. Although seemingly trivial, these results show how
weather science and operations research can be sewn together in the name of transportation
safety and efficiency.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

According to a 10-year study sponsored by the U.S. Department of Transportation’s
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), 22% of all vehicle crashes in the U.S. are related to
adverse weather. Additionally, nearly 6,000 people expire annually due to weather-related
vehicle crashes (FHWA, 2017). According to the FHWA’s Road Weather Management Program,
“weather acts through visibility impairments, precipitation, high winds, and temperature
extremes to affect driver capabilities, vehicle performance, pavement friction, roadway
infrastructure, crash risk, traffic flow, and agency productivity”. The influence of inclement
weather on transportation systems seems intuitive, but it is undeniably clear. This research will
exploit this interaction and exude its importance through the incorporation of meteorological
constraints into transportation systems.

!
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1.1 Historical Perspective of Two Emerging Fields

Perhaps the most intriguing problem in transportation systems is the Traveling Salesman
Problem (TSP). The TSP has a rich history and is instrumental in the world of industrial
transportation and logistics. The combinatorial nature of this classic problem has attracted the
attention of a gamut of researchers in many academic fields such as operations research,
mathematics, and computer science. Exactly when the TSP became a well-defined mathematical
problem is unclear, but there is evidence that supports its earliest concept originated in the mid1800s with the Irish mathematician Sir W. R. Hamilton and British mathematician T. P. Kirkman
(Hoffman and Wolfe, 1985). During the 1930s and 1940s, the problem began to grow in
popularity, and researchers took interest in coming up with a solution. In 1954, George Dantzig
and his research team solved a TSP covering a city in each state of the contiguous United States
plus Washington D.C. This was the first ever account that a TSP of moderate size1 was solved to
optimality. As time progressed through the late 1900s and early 2000s, larger and larger
problems were solved to optimality thanks to the methodological framework laid out by Dantzig
and his team. The mechanism driving the ability for researchers to solve such large instances is
not the fundamental methodology (primarily branch-and-bound coupled with cutting planes);
rather, it is an increase in computational ability to scan such large search spaces. To date, there is
still no global procedure to guarantee an optimal solution in polynomial time.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
In 1954, an instance of 49 cities would be considered a moderate size. By most recent
standards, this would probably be considered a small instance.

!
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Like the TSP and other transportation problems, advances in technology and

computational power have provided thrust for the meteorological sciences. Since humans have
roamed the planet, there ostensibly has been an inherent interest in the weather. There are
accounts of ancient philosophers like Aristotle hypothesizing the origins and relationships of
Earth, wind, water, and fire in the fourth century B.C (from the treatise entitled Meteorologica).
However, it was not until the early 1900s that Vilhelm Bjerknes made a foray into modern
meteorology through observations from his Norwegian home. He is credited, in part, with the
development of the polar front theory, a fundamental concept of synoptic-scale weather systems
(Martin, 2005). Another breakthrough in weather science came during World War II with the
fortuitous discovery that radar can be used to detect precipitation in addition to airplanes.
Although the fundamental concepts in fluid dynamics and thermodynamics have not changed
over time, fast forward to the 21st century and weather forecasting has become a complex and
intricate process requiring a staggering amount of data and computing ability.

1.2 Problem Description

The aim of this research begs to answer the following question: How can meteorological
sciences be integrated into the TSP? While there is no simple answer to this question, research
will be dedicated to gain an insight on this front.
In operations research, the TSP has become such a well-known problem that scholarly
contribution in pure operations research would not call for a formal definition of the TSP.
However, due to the interdisciplinary nature of this research, a formal definition is provided. Let
! = {$% , $' , … , $) } be a set of cities of a given network. Each city $+ ∈ ! can be defined by its

!
Cartesian coordinates -+ , .+ . Let / =

0, 1 : 0, 1 ∈ ! be the set of edges and 34,5 be the
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Euclidian distance from a to b. The graph G can also be defined as 6 = {!, /}. The goal of the
TSP is to find a minimum-length closed tour through every city ! ∈ 6. The problem also
typically assumes symmetry, so 34,5 = 35,4 7∀7/ ∈ 6. In layman terms, a traveling salesman
(saleswoman) must start at his (her) home city and visit each of his (her) destinations once and
only once, finally returning to his (her) home city. The goal is to minimize his (her) travel.
There are a few immediately foreseeable hurdles when adding this extra environmental
layer of complexity to the TSP. They are described as follows:
Hurdle 1 – Weather systems are dynamic; the classic TSP is static.
When considering a distance function defined by the edges connecting a set of nodes, the
distances are generally deterministic and static. When considering a cost function rather than
distance, there may be a level of stochasticity introduced. However, the cost function is
constructed stochastically invariant of time, thus the problem is still static. Evolution of weather
systems, on the other hand, is a truly dynamic process. The equations of motion that govern fluid
mechanics in the atmosphere are certainly a function time among other variables.
Hurdle 2 – Weather data is tailored for atmospheric and oceanic sciences, not operations
research.
The data lexicon for meteorologists contains hundreds if not thousands of environmental
parameters that define the past, present, and future state of “weather” on all scales. Curious
readers are encouraged to visit the American Meteorological Society (AMS) Meteorology
Glossary at http://glossary.ametsoc.org/wiki/Main_Page for a thorough list of meteorological
terms, definitions, and acronyms. The data lexicon for operations research depends on the niche
area. However, the extent of data types for problems of this nature is generally smaller with no
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minimal overlap with the prior. Lastly, the data associated with any environmental parameter are
typically continuous, while the data associated with problems in operations research are typically
discrete. Although this is a highly-generalized statement, problems could arise from this
discrepancy.
Hurdle 3 – Spatiotemporal domain is highly-relevant yet hard to define.
Weather systems that produce prolonged adverse driving conditions are synoptic-scale. Such
synoptic-scale weather systems occur on a spatial scale where the Coriolis force is significant. At
the mid-latitudes that dominate the interior U.S., that spatial scale for these weather systems is on
the order of 1,000 km. A 1,000-km weather system with a mean flow of 10 meters per second
will pass a singular point at a time scale on the order of 1 day. If a localized tour can be
completed in significantly less than 1 day, the weather pattern covering the domain of cities will
be, more or less, uniformly distributed in light of sharp frontal boundaries.

1.3 Scope, Limitations, and Assumptions

Scope of this interdisciplinary study encompasses three academic lenses: operations
research, transportation science, and meteorology. Within operations research, there are a
multitude of complex, real-world problems. As the title of this manuscript would suggest, the
TSP is the focus of this study and thus becomes the scope within the lens of operations research.
The field of meteorology has many niche areas of interest such as mesoscale, synoptic-scale,
tropical, boundary layer, and climatology to name a few, most of which having a keen interest in
improvement of forecasts. The scope within this meteorological lens is primarily large-scale
weather systems that can potentially disrupt the flow of goods via highway infrastructure.

!
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Concepts from synoptic-scale meteorology may be applied but not considered theoretically. The
bridge that allows integration of meteorology into operations research falls within transportation
science. Ultimately, the scope within this lens will be unbounded, but practical concerns deem a
narrow focus limited to reduced travel speeds and risk of traffic accident during and shortly after
adverse weather events. Aspects such as infrastructure, maintenance, agency productivity, and
driver behavior are out of scope, although they can be easily consumed by the high degree of
complexity of this problem.
Due to the infancy stage of this interdisciplinary research, a major limitation exists in
application. As it stands, solutions to the classic TSP can be used as a planning tool for
practitioners, but they should be considered with apprehension. Problems with a single target
objective such as the TSP run rampant in academia but are much rarer in a real-world context.
While this research is dedicated to improving real-world accuracy of a classic problem, the
revised problem is still not complex enough to fully and accurately model the true environment.
There was a preemptive allusion in Hurdle 3 from the problem description of Section 1.2
to one major assumption that must be stated up front. That assumption is embedded in the title:
this research only applies when driving in sub-par driving conditions. If a calm weather pattern
persists over a large domain, the solution given by the proposed problem will simply converge
on the solution given by the classic problem. Other assumptions are wrapped up in relaxations of
realistic constraints. For example, the traveling salesman’s (saleswoman’s) home city and
departure time will affect accident risk and time to complete the tour (given the first stated
assumption). By relaxing this constraint, the stated problem becomes easier to solve at the
expense of lower quality solutions.

!
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1.4 Objectives and Benefits

This research has a single primary objective that should be intuitive based on the title of
this manuscript: to develop a functional TSP that integrates environmental variables, then to
resolve that TSP. There are two predictable benefits. One is to bridge two previously
unconnected disciplines through creativity and ingenuity, opening a gateway for more advanced
research on similar topics. The second benefit to this work is life-saving. Responsible
transportation solutions mean minimizing the number of vehicles on roads during inclement
weather events. This serves to mitigate risk of weather-related accidents, property damage, lost
transportation hours, and fatalities.

!
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CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
A preliminary literature review has been conducted to ensure the uniqueness of this
research. Although the TSP is likely the most documented and researched problem in the field of
operations research, the interdisciplinary notion of incorporating environmental variables as
described is truly novel. To successfully complete this research, there should be extensive study
of the following:
•! TSP solution methods for the following:
-! Classic TSPs
-! Variant TSPs
•! Impact of weather on transportation for the following:
-! Assessing reduced speed
-! Using ad hoc indexes for inclement weather
-! Evaluation of crash risk
Literature collected can be related back to one of these two categories, giving birth to the
literature review table shown in Table 1. The remainder of this literature review section helps to
foster a deeper understanding of the concepts that will be used to solve the described problem.

!
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Table 1. Literature Review Table
Category
TSP Solution
Impact of Weather on
Methods
Transportation
Sub-Category Classic Variant
Assessing
Using
Evaluation
TSP
TSP
Reduced
Ad Hoc
of Crash
Solution Solution
Speed
Indexes
Risk
Source
Methods Methods
Agarwal, Maze, and Souleyrette,
x
2005
Alsawy, Hefny, and El Licy, 2010
x
Andrey, Mills, and Vandermolen,
x
2001
Angus, 2007
x
Ashley et al., 2015
x
Balsundaram et al., 2012
x
Bérubé, Gendreau, and Potvin,
x
2007
Black and Mote, 2015
x
Bousted et al., 2015
x
Cheng, Zhang, Z. Li, and Y. Li,
x
2012
Clarke and Wright, 1964
x
Cordón, Herrera, and Stützle, 2002
x
Dantzig, Fulkerson, and Johnson,
x
1954
DePuy, Moraga, and Whitehouse,
x
2005
Dorigo and Stützle, 2009
x
Eisenberg and Warner, 2005
x
Elloumi et al., 2013
x
Fiechter, 1994
x
Glover, 1989
x
Held and Karp, 1971
x
Holland, 1975
x
Hranac et al., 2006
x
Jozefowiez, Glover, and Laguna,
x
2007
Kirkpatrick, Gelatt, and Vecchi,
x
1983
Larrañaga et. al., 1999
x
Marinakis, Migdalas, and Pardalos,
x
2005
Nixon and Qiu, 2005
x
(continued on next page)
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Table 1. Literature Review Table (continued)
Category

TSP Solution
Methods
Sub-Category Classic Variant
TSP
TSP
Solution Solution
Methods Methods

Source
NWS, 2016
Paquete and Stützle, 2003
Peng, Zhang, and Li, 2007
Pezhhan and Mansoori, 2013
Strong, Shvetsov, and Sharp, 2006
Tamerius et al., 2016
TRB, 2000
Zadeh, 1965

Impact of Weather on
Transportation
Assessing
Reduced
Speed

Using
Ad Hoc
Indexes

Evaluation
of Crash
Risk

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

2.1 TSP Solution Methods

Two classes of TSPs are explored: the classic TSP, where there is a single objective (cost
or distance) being minimized, and variant TSPs, such as those using fuzzy logic or multiple
objective functions.

2.1.1 Classic TSP Known Solution Methods

Presented in this section is a hierarchy of known solution methods for solving the TSP.
This hierarchy is not intended to be exhaustive, but it is designed to provide the reader with a
healthy overview of methodologies. Bifurcation at the highest level classifies methodologies
based on guaranteed optimality (or lack there of). For consistency in language, let those methods
that guarantee optimality be called “exact methods” and those methods that do not guarantee

!
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optimality be called “approximation methods”. Refer to Table 2 for a visual representation of
this hierarchy.

Table 2. Hierarchy of TSP Solutions
Methodological Hierarchy
Technique
Examples
Brute
Force
Exact Methods
Integer Linear Dantzig, Fulkerson, and Johnson, 1954;
Programming Held and Karp, 1971
Nearest
(for construction only)
Neighbor
Cheapest
(for construction only)
Greedy
Insertion
Simple
K-opt
(for improvement only)
Heuristics
Savings
Clarke and Wright, 196412
LookAhead
Dynamic
Programming
Approx.
Simulated
Kirkpatrick, Gelatt, and Vecchi, 1983
Methods
Annealing
Tabu Search Glover, 1989; Fiechter, 1994
Trajectory
Methods
GRASP23
Marinakis, Migdalas, and Pardalos, 2005
Metaheuristics
Meta-RAPS34 DePuy, Moraga, and Whitehouse, 2005
Population
Methods

Genetic
Algorithms
Ant Colony
Optimization

Holland, 1975; Larrañaga et. al., 1999
Cordón, Herrera, and Stützle, 2002;
Dorigo and Stützle, 2009

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
This algorithm was employed to solve the Vehicle Routing Problem, a generalization of the
TSP. Other savings-based algorithms could be used to solve the TSP.
2

GRASP stands for Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure.

3

Meta-RAPS stands for Metaheuristic for Randomized Priority Search.

!
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2.1.2 Variant TSPs

The following is a side note on fuzzy TSPs. In 1965, L. Zadeh proposed the concept of
fuzzy logic to circumvent deterministic values in mathematics. There are instances of using
fuzzy logic in the TSP to mimic stochastic variables like traffic congestion, transportation costs,
and yes, the weather (Alsawy, Hefny, and El Licy, 2010; Elloumi et al., 2013; Pezhhan and
Mansoori, 2013). However, fuzzy logic draws from probability theory, thus solutions to fuzzy
TSPs are built from pure stochasticity. While there is a layer of probabilistic behavior in a
meteorological forecast (built by concepts like ensemble forecasting and model agreeance), the
laws of physics and fluid dynamics govern meteorological events, thus prediction of such events
is primarily causal, not statistical.
The most common bi-objective application of the TSP is the Traveling Salesman Problem
with Profits (TSPP). In this problem, the first objective is to minimize the cost function of the
tour while simultaneously maximizing collected profits. Jozefowiez, Glover, and Laguna (2007)
and Bérubé, Gendreau, and Potvin (2007) have proposed methods for solving this particular
problem. In both cases, one of the objective functions was treated as a constraint, then the single
remaining objective function was optimized. There are other instances, mostly in the field of
computer science, where the TSP with two or more objective functions is defined and resolved.
Paquete and Stützle (2003) develop a two-phase local search procedure and apply it to a biobjective case of the TSP. Angus (2007) used an Ant Colony Optimization metaheuristic to solve
a suite of TSPs with two and four objective functions. Cheng et al. (2012) also used an Ant
Colony Optimization metaheuristic with decomposition to solve a TSP with two objective

!
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functions. Peng, Zhang, and Li (2007) compared two well-known methods for solving multiobjective TSPs. The unfortunate common denominator in these bodies of work is lack of
application. The objective functions are hypothetical with no real-world context.

2.2 Impact of Weather on Transportation Systems

As stated in the introduction, adverse weather can impact many aspects of travel. Such
facets as agency productivity and infrastructure are outside the scope of this research because
they are intractable qualities for the desired problem. The three main areas of focus within this
section are assessing reduced speed, using ad hoc indices for inclement weather, and increased
crash risk due to deterioration in visibility and/or pavement traction. Findings in this portion of
the literature review will be greatly beneficial in parameterizing certain variables presented in the
methodology section.

2.2.1 Assessing Reduced Speed

In 1950, the Transportation Research Board (TRB) published its first Highway Capacity
Manual (HCM) “to quantify the concept of capacity for transportation facilities” (TRB, 2000, pp.
vii). It has since undergone many revisions, with one of the most recent publications in the year
2000. This has been translated into many languages and has become the most widely used
manual by transportation analysts (TRB, 2000, pp. vii). Chapter 22 of this manual is dedicated to
freeway facilities, part of which has effects of various weather phenomena on vehicle speeds. A
table of reported free-flow speed reductions due to various precipitation events can be seen in

!
Table 3. The high variance in speed reduction due to these weather events is driven by the
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presence of standing precipitation on the pavement. For example, if winter weather road
management cannot keep roads clear, accumulation can lead to higher speed reductions.

Table 3. Weather-related Reductions in Free-flow Speed (TRB, 2000, pp. 22-8 to 22-9)
Weather Condition
Free-flow Speed Reduction
Light rain or snow
2% - 13%
Heavy rain
6% - 17%
Heavy snow
5% - 64%

Although comprehensive, the TRB unfortunately did not even define light rain, light
snow, heavy rain, or heavy snow in the form of precipitation rate. Another study sponsored by
the FHWA (Hranac et. al., 2006), showed similar results for light rain and light snow, but
differing results for heavier precipitation rates. Fortunately, they defined their precipitation
events. Light rain and light snow fall at a rate of 0.01 centimeters (cm) per hour (liquid water
equivalent41). Maximum precipitation intensities are 1.6 cm per hour for rain and 0.3 cm per hour
for snow. Although they did not use the term heavy rain and heavy snow, their observed speed
reductions increase with increasing intensities. Their findings are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Weather-related Reductions in Free-flow Speed (Hranac et al., 2006)
Weather Condition
Free-Flow Speed Reduction
Light Rain
2% - 3.6%
Rain up to max intensity
Increasing to 6% - 9%
Light snow
5% - 16%
Snow up to max intensity
Increasing to 5% - 19%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4
Liquid water equivalent is a term used to measure non-liquid precipitation in liquid terms. If
converted entirely to liquid state, this is the equivalent amount of liquid water. Although highly
variable, 1 unit of liquid water equivalent snow is roughly 10 units of observed snow. A liquid
water equivalent snowfall rate of 0.3 cm per hour is roughly just over an inch per hour.

!
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Another study in 2005 sponsored by the Aurora Project and the Center for Transportation

Research and Education at Iowa State University (Agarwal, Maze, and Souleyrette, 2005)
accounted for temperature, wind speed, and visibility in addition to rain and snow. They also
added more discrete categories that would represent moderate precipitation. One key difference
in this study from the previous two is the freeway setting. Rather than free-flow speeds, they
studied average speeds, including speed at capacity. Lastly, their results for temperature and
wind speed have been omitted because they seem negligible with no test of statistical
significance. Regardless of this fact, their results are in Table 5 and seem to fall in line with that
of Hranac et al.

Table 5. Weather-related Reductions in Average Speed (Agarwal, Maze, and Souleyrette, 2005)
Average Speed
Weather Condition
Rate
Reduction
0 – 0.01
1% - 2.5%
Rain (inches/hour)
0.01 – 0.25
2% - 5%
> 0.25
4% - 7%
≤ 0.05
3% - 5%
0.06 – 0.1
7% - 9%
Snow (inches/hour)
0.11 – 0.5
8% - 10%
> 0.5
11% - 15%
1 – 0.5
6%
Visibility (miles)
0.5 – 0.25
7%
< 0.25
11%

2.2.2 Using Ad Hoc Indices for Inclement Weather
One area of understanding in meteorology crucial to this research is the ubiquitous use of
simple indices or scales to reduce complex systems into simple, easy-to-understand numbers.
Without even knowing it, much of the population should already understand this concept. For
example, the Saffir-Simpson scale is the rating system of hurricane strength. Despite the

!
complex nature of tropical cyclones, the only metric for determining this rating is maximum
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sustained wind speed. However, the simple Saffir-Simpson rating is more informative than just
one number. That single digit has very robust correlations to central low pressure value, storm
surge, and severity of damage to structures. It provides the general population context with
respect to how weather can affect their physical environment. Use of the Saffir-Simpson scale is
also nice because it acts as a liaison between a dynamic forecast and impending damage. The
forecast itself cannot predict structural damage in dollars, but the forecast can predict the SaffirSimpson rating, which can then be used to approximate severity and extent of damage.
Researchers commonly develop ad hoc indexes to aide in planning, resource allocation, decision
making, and an array of other reasons. One such ad hoc index currently in its developmental
stage by the NWS is the Winter Storm Severity Index (WSSI) (NWS, 2016). This index takes
into account several inclement winter weather measures in congruence with land area use and
population to better inform NWS forecasting meteorologists about issuing winter storm
advisories, watches, and warnings.
Other researchers have also employed such ad hoc indices to solve their transportationrelated problems. Balsundaram et al. (2012) do so for the Oklahoma Department of
Transportation (DOT). They construct a complex optimization model minimizing a user-defined
risk parameter subject to weather constraints built from nonlinear Bayesian analysis. Also
included in this model is a storm severity index (SSI), reducing the complex nature of winter
storms to a single, quantifiable attribute. Nixon and Qiu (2005) use an SSI (note that this is a
unique, user-defined index that happens to take the same name as the previous) to help the Iowa
DOT better prepare for winter storms. Their SSI is based solely on meteorological parameters,
and it can provide the state with a quantifiable number between zero and one, with zero being

!
least severe and one being most severe. The Iowa DOT can then use that number to allocate
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necessary resources to mitigate impacts of any impending winter storm. Strong, Shvetsov, and
Sharp (2006) with the help of transportation agencies from Montana, Oregon, California, and
Canada develop an easy-to-use weather severity index ranging from one to ten. This scale is
intuitive by design such that ten represents the worst-case scenario. Unlike the others, this index
is intended to be directly available to motorists and state transportation departments alike.
Motorists can use this index to exercise appropriate caution during travel or make the preemptive
decision not to travel. State transportation departments can use this as a decision support or
prioritization tool. Lastly, Bousted et al. (2015) take into consideration maximum and minimum
temperature threshold, snowfall, and snow depth when developing an accumulated winter season
severity index (AWSSI). They retroactively calculated the AWSSI for fifty-two U.S. cities from
the 1950/1951 to the 2012/2013 winter seasons. Although they admitted to having unexplored
applications, they suggest that it could be used internally in meteorological sciences to draw
correlations with certain teleconnection patterns, or externally in other disciplines to explore
wildlife migration or in assessing transportation and road maintenance costs. Table 6 can serve
as a summary for practical ad hoc indexing for inclement weather.

2.2.3 Evaluation of Crash Risk

Several other researchers have analyzed the relationship of inclement weather and
transportation systems. The following examples show how crash risk increases in various
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Table 6. Summary of Ad Hoc Indexes for Inclement Weather
Source
Index
Domain
Intended Beneficiary
Nixon and Qiu, 2005
SSI
[0, 1], continuous
Iowa DOT
Strong, Shvetsoy, and
WSI
[1,10], integer
State DOTs and Motorists
Sharp, 2006
Balsundaram et. al, 2012
SSI
[0, 100], continuous
Oklahoma DOT
Boustead et. al, 2015
AWSSI 5-point categorical
Left for future work
NWS forecasting
NWS, 2016
WSSI
6-point categorical
meteorologists

weather phenomena such as rain, winter precipitation, and fog. Table 7 summarizes a set of
conclusions supported by the various studies followed by brief information about each. In Table
7, each qualitative conclusion is denoted by the following relationships: Strongly Agree (SA)
where the study explicitly mentions the conclusion; Agree (A) where the study tacitly implies the
conclusion; Does Not Specify (DNS) where the study is impartial to the conclusion; Disagree
(D) where the study contains tacit dissent of the conclusion; and Strongly Disagree (SD) where
the study explicitly disagrees with the conclusion.

Andrey, Mills, and Adams, 2001
The Canadian-based Institute for Catastrophic Loss Reduction commissioned this study to
summarize research related to inclement weather and road safety (as the title of the document so
aptly suggests). The scope of analysis addresses fatal and non-fatal collisions on Canadian
roadways during precipitation of all types as well as lesser researched events such as wind and
fog. They also include driver behavior within their scope of study, especially how it relates to
proactivity and reactivity to driving in adverse weather. This study reports mostly qualitative
data over quantitative data.
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Eisenberg and
Warner, 2005

Ashley et al.,
2015

Black and Mote,
2015

Tamerius et al.,
2016

Conclusion
Inclement weather such as rain, snow, and fog inherently
increases crash risk for motorists.
Snow events generally cause a higher frequency of
accidents compared to rain events but do not contribute
to a higher frequency of fatalities.
The first snowfall event of the season causes a higher
frequency of accidents of all types when compared to
subsequent snowfall events.
Crash risk generally increases with increasing
precipitation rate.
There is a lag in crash risk after snowfall events have
ended; there is no lag in crash risk after rainfall events
have ended.
Fog contributes to a small percentage of weather-related
collisions, but still contributes significantly to travel risk
due to collision severity.
Traffic volume is a confounding variable in weatherrelated accidents; higher traffic volume implies higher
risk of accident.
Better warning systems for motorists are needed and
would help to reduce the number of fatal and non-fatal
accidents.

Andrey, Mills,
and Adams, 2001

Table 7. Summary of Conclusions on Evaluation of Travel Risk, as Suported by Source
Source

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

DNS

A

A

SA

A

DNS

D

DNS

SA

A

DNS

SA

SA

SA

DNS

DNS

DNS

SA

SA

DNS

SA

DNS

DNS

A

A

DNS

SA

A

A

SA

SA

A

DNS
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Eisenberg and Warner, 2005

This research used publicly available databases to study the effects of snowfall on collisions of
various types. They used data from all 48 contiguous states between 1975 and 2000. The three
weather phenomena in consideration are discretized by days and have the following labels: rain
days relative to dry days, non-first snow days relative to dry days, and first snow days relative to
non-first snow days. An incident rate ratio (IRR) and corresponding 95% confidence interval
(CI) are calculated for each crash type (fatal, non-fatal injury, and property-damage-only [PDO])
and daily weather phenomenon with dry days having an IRR equal to one. Their seminal results
are replicated in Table 8.

Table 8. Seminal Results of Eisenburg and Warner (2005)
Crash Type
Fatal
Non-fatal
Weather Event
IRR
Injury IRR
(95% CI)
(95% CI)
Dry days
1.00
1.00
1.06
1.19
Rain days relative to dry days
(1.06, 1.07)
(1.18, 1.19)
0.84
1.24
Non-first snow days relative to dry days
(0.83, 0.85)
(1.22, 1.26)
1.30
1.13
First snow days relative to non-first snow days
(1.21, 1.38)
(1.05, 1.21)

PDO IRR
(95% CI)
1.00
1.15
(1.14, 1.16)
1.78
(1.74, 1.82)
1.00
(0.90, 1.10)

Ashley et al, 2015
Unlike the other sources cited within this section, this study focuses exclusively on
weather events that obscure visibility without affecting pavement traction (most notably fog but
also smoke and dust). The scope of their study is limited to fatalities related to accidents and not
all accidents at large. A database was constructed using publicly available data from 1994 to
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2011. The number of fatal accidents and total number of fatalities are examined and categorized
by state, setting the phase for a spatial analysis of visibility reduced and visibility obscured
traffic fatalities. Other variables such as road structure type, time of day, month of the year, and
presence of NWS warnings are also considered at the aggregate level. Although their analysis is
quantitative in nature, their conclusions are qualitative.

Black and Mote, 2015
This quantitative analysis followed similarly to that of Eisenberg and Warner (2005). They set
out to establish a spatial pattern of crash risk through careful selection of U.S. cities. Similarly,
they considered fatal, non-fatal injury, and PDO crash types while studying the effects of
precipitation type and intensity, time of day, and first versus subsequent snowfalls. One
advantage over previous similar studies is the temporal resolution used to discretize weather
events. Eisenberg and Warner (2005) used daily data, and another subsequent study of Canadian
cities used 6-hour data. Instead, they pulled hourly data and did not define such weather
phenomenon to a restricted time frame. Lastly, they calculate an odds ratio through matched
pairs analysis, which is fundamentally different than the IRR calculated prior.

Tamerius et al., 2016
This study uses a match pairs analysis similar to that of Black and Mote (2015), but the data
sources are quite different. Because the scope of observations is limited to the state of Iowa,
crash data came from the Iowa DOT. Precipitation data was taken from radar, while temperature
data was taken from Road Weather Information System (RWIS) stations. Although precipitation
type was not directly considered, temperature was used as a proxy to distinguish between rain
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from other frozen precipitation. The years encompassing this study are 2002 through 2012, and
the temporal resolution was held at one hour. One limitation of this study is the aggregation of
accidents of all type rather than keeping fatal and non-fatal accidents separate. However, they did
account for precipitation rate, time of day, seasonality, and time lag.
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CHAPTER 3
Methodology
There is a significant dichotomy of the proposed methodology: one aspect is dedicated to
transforming the set of edges in the network based on probabilistic adverse weather, and the
other is solving the single-objective TSP with transformed edges. The methodological
framework for solving the stated problem oscillates between these two aspects, working in
congress to achieve the common goal. One way to measure results is the difference in solutions
before and after edge transformation(s). Prior to edge transformation, finding a global, or even a
local, optimal tour is essentially the same as taking that tour during ideal driving conditions,
acting as a control metric. After making the appropriate adjustments, there should be a slight
worsening of the objective function representing a unique optimal tour under non-ideal driving
conditions.
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3.1 Defining the Network

In any combinatorial routing-type problem, the first task should be to define the graph,
including the set of nodes and edges. Most commonly in the TSP, this is taken for granted.
Presented in this section is a discussion on how to properly define the network such that the
stated problem can be solved.

3.1.1 Selection of Nodes

Stated in the problem description as a hurdle is the spatial distribution of the network.
Nodes should be defined as real cities, or even specific locations within cities, rather than
random or otherwise hypothetical coordinates. Ideally, these cities should have one or more sites
that record historical weather records, although this should not cause much trouble if the spatial
domain of cities is large enough to capture multiple markets. This is precisely why it is assumed
this methodology will not work for local routing. For example, a network of cities around the
Chicago metropolitan area will all have approximately the same weather conditions, making
routing in that network invariant of the weather. In light of not having historical weather records,
reanalysis using gridded data may be used, so latitudinal and longitudinal coordinates of the
cities would be sufficient information. Spatial domain of cities should be approximately the same
in scale to that of synoptic-scale weather systems.
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3.1.2 Selection of Edges

In classic TSPs, the edges connecting nodes are universally distances or costs. Cost is
commonly thought of in currency, but may take on some other unit of measurement. Distance
between cities is static, so it does not make sense to use distances alone when considering
dynamically evolving weather system. However, the time it takes to reach city b from city a is a
function of distance and weather conditions. Let 34,5 be an edge defined by the distance from
city a to city b, then let 94,5 be the expected travel time from city a to city b.
Distances are unilaterally assumed to be Euclidian. It would not be difficult to extract
Euclidian distances between cities based on latitudinal and longitudinal coordinates of each city,
but such an effort does not consider the roadway infrastructure on the built environment. This is
problematic in any routing problem, and a few examples are used to demonstrate why.

Example 1: Facility type matters
Take the route from Des Moines, IA to Waterloo, IA as shown in Figure 1 generated by
an Apple Maps application. The nearly Euclidian distance between these two cities along state
highways is about 182 km. The nearly rectilinear distance between them along Interstate I-39
and U.S. Highway 20 is about 207 km. However, due to the type of highway facility being used
(and thus the maximum allowable speed), it takes about the same amount of time to travel
between these two cities.
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Figure 1. Screen capture of Apple Maps suggested directions from Des Moines, IA to Waterloo,
IA

Example 2: Oblique angles do not offer sensible alternative routes
Consider the route from Madison, WI to Minneapolis, MN as shown in Figure 2. The
only route offered by the Apple Maps application is via Interstate I-94. One should come to the
same conclusion simply off visual inspection. Now, consider Eau Claire, WI to be in the
network. When traveling from Madison, WI to Minneapolis, MN, the only sensible route goes
through Eau Claire, WI. Thus, the distance from Madison, WI to Minneapolis, MN is identical to
the distance from Madison, WI to Eau Claire, WI plus the distance from Eau Claire, WI to
Minneapolis, MN. When considering these cities in a TSP environment, the link (or Euclidian
distance) between Madison, WI and Minneapolis, MN is irrelevant.
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Figure 2. Screen capture of Apple Maps suggested directions from Madison, WI to Minneapolis,
MN

Example 3: Topography influences cardinality and route selection
Traversing the land in eastern Idaho, northwestern Wyoming, and southwestern Montana
provides some topological challenges. Consider the route from Pocatello, ID to Sheridan, WY
shown in Figure 3. The Euclidian distance between these two cities is about 489 km. The shortest
route offered by Apple Maps application is 825 km, almost 69% longer than the straight-line
distance. Yet this is still not the fastest route. The first route suggested is via Interstates I-15 and
I-90 for a total distance of 847 km, which would be the fastest. In this terrain, the Euclidian
distance is not nearly representative of the routes available by roadway infrastructure.
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Figure 3. Screen capture of Apple Maps suggested directions from Pocatello, ID to Sheridan,
WY
!
!
!
!

To maintain a level of realism in this problem, roadway distances are considered rather

than the commonly used Euclidian alternative. This bears an additional challenge of selecting
alternative routes and possibly eliminating routes but is rewarded with a typically unaddressed
real-world constraint.

3.1.3 Concluding Remarks on Defining the TSP

Two difficult aspects of integrating adverse driving conditions in the TSP are discussed
simply within its definition. The selection of nodes should be in careful consideration of spatial
distribution within the network. Nodes should be real cities within a spatial domain on the same
scale of synoptic-scale weather systems. Defining edges should not be in distance units because
this is a static quantity. Rather, travel time as a function of distance and some weather variables
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should be considered. Ultimately, selection of alternative routes may play an important role in
the final solution; however, selection of such routes is complicated and is absolved in this
methodology by arbitrary selection.

3.2 Finding a Solution in Ideal Driving Conditions

With a TSP capable of integrating adverse weather properly defined, a control solution,
or set or solutions, should be found. This can be accomplished by defining a nominal, realistic
travel speed for freeway facilities. It is assumed that the travel speed is constant for the entire
length of the tour with no regard of facility type, state speed limits, or terrain. This is a large
assumption, but the problem is significantly less complex by relaxing it. Let the parameter : be
the universal nominal travel speed, where 34,5 and 94,5 were previously defined as edge distance
and time, respectively. Using Eq. 1, the edges currently defined by roadway distance can be
transformed to time units.
94,5 =

34,5
7∀70, 1777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777(1)
:

There are any number of solution methodologies hierarchically presented in Section 2.1.1
available for finding a solution to the TSP properly defined in Section 3.1. Given a large enough
number of cities in the network, exact solution methods may be eliminated. Also, computational
complexity may be of interest. Some algorithms provide better solutions at the expense of much
higher complexity. Others may offer less computational effort at the expense of lower quality
solutions. There may be value in using multiple techniques, as new problems should consider
multiple techniques to make definitive conclusions.
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3.3 Acquiring Weather Data

The world of data in the atmospheric and oceanic sciences community is immense.
Acquisition of the appropriate data to integrate with the TSP is of high importance, as it will
surely affect results. The remainder of this section addresses the challenges of getting the right
environmental data for this problem, including the following:
•! Selection of environmental variables
•! Historical data, hindcast data, or forecast data
•! Station data or gridded data
•! Time horizon, spatiotemporal resolution, and composite averages

3.3.1 Selection of Environmental Variables

Define the set J as categorical set of weather phenomena. Each weather phenomenon j in
J should have some travel inclemency that is proven to increase risk of accident and reduce
freeway travel speed. For example, the set J may include light rain, heavy rain, light snow, heavy
snow, freezing rain, patchy fog, and dense fog. Selection of such environmental conditions has
major implications on the results, so this should be done with prudence. For instance, light rain
has very little implication on travel risk and speed reduction. As rain intensity increases, so does
the risk of accident. If the set does not disaggregate rain into categorical precipitation rates,
efficacy of the model will be limited. If the set does not include winter precipitation, the model
will be limited to warm weather events.
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3.3.2 Historical Data, Hindcast Data, or Forecast Data

Motivation for solving a TSP is planning. Take for instance the parcel service industry.
Prior to sending out a fleet of mail trucks to deliver daily mail to customers, each driver should
know his or her route before leaving the post. An efficient parcel service route could be defined
by a TSP. In this case, a forecast would be beneficial. If snowy conditions persist over mail
carrier’s domain, one would expect deliveries to take longer than usual. While this problem is
not intended for local parcel service, the corollary of using the TSP as planning tool exists at all
levels. In practice, using forecast data would optimal for this methodology. However, research
on the subject can happen in any weather, good or bad.
When attempting to develop, improve, or otherwise contribute research to this subject
matter, past weather information may prove more useful. Two types of historical weather data
exist: observed data and hindcast data. Hindcast data is commonly used in improving forecast
models because model error can be measured against observed data. The value of using hindcast
data in this methodology is that a hindcast future state retains probabilistic behavior, an
important aspect of this problem. On the other hand is observed data, which is much more
readily available and often more accessible. Using actual observations does not necessarily
render determinism in terms of all weather data, but stochasticity certainly loses relevance.
Although forecast / hindcast probabilities would be best, statistical probabilities constructed from
observed data could be used as an alternative.
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3.3.3 Station Data or Gridded Data

Congenital to the point-based structure of the TSP, availability of station data is
serendipity at its finest. There are many station types for collecting data on the environment
including, Automated Surface Observing Systems (ASOS) stations, Automated Weather
Observing System (AWOS) stations (both frequently used at airports), Road Weather
Information System (RWIS) stations (often placed along interstates), and community-based
networks like NWS Cooperative Observer Program (NWS COOP) observations, to name a few.
Each station type tracks a different set of environmental conditions, so it is important to
understand the capabilities and limitations of the source data. For instance, state DOTs fund the
RWIS program, so some states have better RWIS equipment and thus better utilize RWIS data.
Contrarily, ASOS and AWOS stations are maintained by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), a branch of the Chamber of Commerce of the U.S. government. Data
from these stations is generally more comprehensive and consistent.
Another option is gridded data. Gridded data is commonly used in numerical weather
modeling, which is the platform used to deliver point forecasts when one is interested in his or
her own local weather. There are several such models from which to access output data if a
forecast is the desired input for the TSP. Global Forecast System (GFS) and North American
Mesoscale (NAM) are a couple popular numerical weather prediction models used by
meteorologists in the U.S. Another use of gridded data is through historical reanalysis.
Reanalysis data generally offers a gamut of environmental variables at high spatiotemporal
resolution. When researching case studies, as may be the case for solving this TSP, gridded
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reanalysis data may be of high value. Whenever gridded data is used, it is imperative that
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coordinate locations of all cities in the TSP network are defined.

3.3.4 Time Horizon, Spatiotemporal Resolution, and Composite Averages

Just as spatial distribution and extent of cities is important in defining the TSP network,
spatiotemporal resolution and the time horizon is important when procuring weather data. A
secondary benefit of resolving the tour under ideal driving conditions first is knowing an
approximate time horizon. The weather data of interest should capture the characteristics of the
storm, but should also cover a time horizon representative of the time it will take to complete the
tour.
Perhaps the most challenging part of solving this problem is how to account for dynamic
processes in static fashion. While there are potentially many creative methods, composite
averaging is suggested. In climatology, composite averages are nice because they allow
statistical correlations of teleconnection patterns with temperature and precipitation anomalies.
For this problem, composite averages can be used to reduce all temporal data into an average
value. However, in do so, the method becomes vulnerable to spatiotemporal resolution of
weather data.
Spatial resolution of weather data is only relevant if using gridded data, as station data
will guarantee coverage. If using gridded data, spatial resolution should be stated, but should not
make a significant impact on results. As with any weather-related data, high spatial resolution is
a desirable quality. Temporal resolution is relevant for both gridded and station-based data. Like
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spatial resolution, high temporal resolution is also assumed to be a desirable quality for this
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problem. Using low resolution data, in general, could compromise the quality of solutions.

3.4 Transforming the Edges

Several sources (TRB, 2000, pp. 22-8 to 22-9; Hranac et al., 2006; Agarwal, Maze, and
Souleyrette, 2005) show how various weather phenomena can affect travel speeds on freeway
facilities. However, the environmental conditions on those freeway facilities will not be known
for a future state. Thanks to advances in modern weather forecasting, future state of the weather
can be approximated with a certain degree of reliability. Since this phase of the methodology is
computationally exhaustive, it will be further disaggregated into three steps: developing a Travel
Risk Index (TRI), getting point speed reductions, and approximating edge speed reductions.

3.4.1 Developing a Point Travel Risk Index

Let > be an adverse driving condition that can be predicted with a probability of ?(>)
through any modern forecasting technique. Define a set of parameters @A 77∀7> ∈ B representing a
contribution value to travel risk such that min @A > 0 is representative of an event with low risk
contribution and max @A ≤ 1 is representative of the worst-case scenario. Other non-extreme
values should be properly justifiable by current literature. Let KA be the normalized value of @A
found simply with Eq. 2.

!
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777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777(2)!
L
@
7
A
AM%

Next, let OKPA be the travel risk index of the jth weather condition at a given location
given the formula in Eq. 3.
OKPA = ? > ∗ KA 77777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777 3 !
Lastly, find the OKP by summing OKPA for all j in J. Statistically, the TRI will have an
upper bound equal to 1; however, this is impossible because a weather forecast will not have all
possible inclement weather phenomena occurring with 100% chance. There will be some
empirical upper bound much less than 1 based on the selection of @A .

3.4.2 Getting Point Speed Reductions

Define two sets of parameters, ST,A and SU,A , for upper (subscript u) and lower (subscript l)
bound for freeway travel speed reductions during weather type j. Parameterization should be in
terms of percentage and should follow consistently with current literature. Although the value of
OKP at a given city is meaningless by itself, given its consideration of a probabilistic weather
forecast, a new set of values denoted as VA normalizing OKPA should be calculated using Eq. 4.

VA =

OKPA

77777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777(4)!
L
AM% OKPA
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Two more variables can be defined as :TX+Y and :UX+Y , representing a mixed, probabilistic

upper and lower bounds for speed reduction, respectively at a given city, in terms of percentage.
They are functions of each set of speed reduction parameters and probabilistic weather
conditions. Calculations of these variables is shown respectively in Eq. 5 and Eq. 6.

L

:TX+Y =

? > ∗ ST,A ∗ VA 77 777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777(5)
AM%

L

:UX+Y =

? > ∗ SU,A ∗ VA 7 7777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777(6)
AM%

The final calculation in this phase is to approximate point-based travel speed bounds
based on the previously calculated mixed speed reductions and the nominal travel speed :. Let :T
and :U stand for the upper and lower bounds for speed reduction at a given point for any set of
environmental conditions. The simple equations providing these values are presented in Eq. 7
and 8, respectively. Note that an upper bound for speed reduction accounts for the lowest travel
speed, and vice versa.

:T = : ∗ (1 − :UX+Y )7777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777(7)

:U = : ∗ (1 − :TX+Y )7777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777(8)
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3.4.3 Approximating Edge Speeds
The following calculations in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 are point-based. However,
probabilistic weather behavior is needed along the edges and not according to nodes. Data could
be extracted based along freeway path from city a to city b, but this would add an extreme level
of complexity. Assumed in this methodology is that an average can be taken from city a to city b,
and that edge times can be redefined based on such average values. Mathematically,
transforming edges can be calculated as follows in Eq. 9 (for slowest travel) and Eq. 10 (for
fastest travel).
34,5
U_`ab
94,5
= : + : 7∀70, 17777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777(9)
U,4
U,5
2

Teeab

94,5

34,5
= : + : 7∀70, 17777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777(10)
T,4
T,4
2

3.5 Finding a Solution in Adverse Driving Conditions

The two time matrices defined by Eq. 8 and Eq. 9 show reasonable bounds for travel
speeds during some probabilistic inclement driving conditions. Using the same method(s) to
resolve the defined TSP under ideal driving conditions should be reevaluated using the two
updated time matrices. If using more advanced techniques requiring some parameterization, such
parameters should be held constant from what was used in Section 3.2. Optimal tours under

!
adverse driving conditions are expected to be different from optimal tours in ideal driving
condition. Let f++ga4U be the expected tour time for non-adverse driving conditions using the ith
Teeab

method. Let f+

be the expected tour time in adverse driving conditions using the upper

bound time matrix using method i. Let f+U_`ab be the expected tour time in adverse driving
conditions using the lower bound time matrix using method i. It is expected that f++ga4U ≤
Teeab

f+

≤ f+U_`ab 7∀7h.
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CHAPTER 4
Results from a Case Study
A case study is used to examine and test the proposed methodology and display results. A
recent significant storm affecting much of the interior of the U.S. will be the centerpiece of
testing this research. This chapter follows congruently with the previous in terms of
organizational structure, with the exception that details about the case are provided immediately
in Section 4.1.

4.1 About the Case Study

A significant, mixed-precipitation weather event from a mature mid-latitude cyclone
serves as the backdrop for this case study. This late December 2015 storm, ironically named
Goliath1,6brought intense rainfall, severe weather including a tornado outbreak, record-breaking

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
In 2012, The Weather Channel formally began naming winter storms via cyclical list just as
hurricanes have been historically provided names, although hurricane names are recognized by
NOAA whereas winter storm names are not. The name Goliath just so happens to describe the
storm in addition to naming it.
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snow accumulations, and widespread icing across much of the interior U.S. If there is proof that
weather affects ground transportation, it can certainly be found here. In fact, the following is an
excerpt from the National Weather Service summarizing some of the storm’s impacts:
The entire stretch of Interstate 40 from Albuquerque [New Mexico] to Amarillo [Texas]
was shut down for nearly 36 hours. Dozens of motorists were stranded in their vehicles in
6- to 10- foot snow drifts. Department of Public Safety assisted a total of 455 motorists.
Emergency response personnel were even stranded trying to reach these motorists.
(Kong, 2016)
Figure 4 highlights the winter impacts of this colossal storm as well as some of the synoptic
conditions creating this monster. What is not shown in this figure is the 41 inches of snow that
fell at Ski Apache, NM, the record snowfalls for Roswell, NM, El Paso, TX, and Lubbock, TX,
the 4.8 inches of sleet in Springville, IA, nearly an inch of freezing rain for parts of OK, KS, IL,
and WI, the 25-tornado severe weather outbreak between the 26th and 27th of December, and the
loss of thousands of cattle (Kong, 2016; Storm Prediction Center [SPC], 2015a; SPC, 2015b).

4.2 Defining the TSP Network

While this storm affected the U.S. from the southern Rockies to New England, the spatial
domain is limited to a predetermined region for reasons previously specified. The region in
question the south-central U.S., where the impacts of which seem most significant. Spatial
distribution of cities is motivated by large population centers in the states of AR, CO, KS, LA,
MO, NM, OK, and TX with a couple exceptions. The cities of Jackson, MS and Memphis, TN
were added for continuity. Also, the Dallas-Fort Worth metropolitan area is considered as one
node. Table 9 provides a list of cities included in the TSP network and the corresponding integer
node identifier.
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Figure 4. Synoptic Conditions for the Late December 2015 Storm

Table 9. Cities in the TSP Network and the Corresponding Integer Node Identifier
City
State
Node
City
State
Node
Albuquerque
NM
1
Little Rock
AR
14
Amarillo
TX
2
Lubbock
TX
15
Austin
TX
3
Memphis
TN
16
Baton Rouge
LA
4
New Orleans
LA
17
Colorado Springs
CO
5
Oklahoma City
OK
18
Corpus Christi
TX
6
Saint Louis
MO
19
Dallas
TX
7
San Antonio
TX
20
Denver
CO
8
Shreveport
LA
21
El Paso
TX
9
Springfield
MO
22
Houston
TX
10
Topeka
KS
23
Jackson
MS
11
Tulsa
OK
24
Kansas City
MO
12
Wichita
KS
25
Laredo
TX
13

!
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In addition to identifying a network of real cities, it is important to capture realistic

roadway distances between those cities. An Apple Maps applications was used to generate
suggested routes between neighboring cities, and the distance was captured. Most of these should
seem obvious. For instance, the link connecting Denver and Colorado Springs is along interstate
I-25. If a realistic alternative route is suggested between non-neighboring cities, an additional
link is created connecting those cities. For instance, the fastest way to get from Houston to Little
Rock goes through Shreveport, however, a direct alternative route is reasonable and should thus
be considered. Otherwise, it is assumed that a connection between non-neighboring cities travels
through another defined city in the network. The network of cities and edges, both direct and
alternative, is shown in Figure 5.
The edge matrix for this TSP is clearly sparse. This is problematic from an algorithmic
standpoint. Take, for example, the nearest neighbor algorithm. The algorithm could prematurely
terminate before completing a Hamiltonian cycle due to lack of information. Rather than leaving
large gaps in the edge matrix, non-neighboring cities not connected by an alternative route are
still provided real roadway distances, although they will certainly move through another city in
the network. By doing so, tour times can be accurately reported (even if they are inefficient), and
all traditional algorithmic approaches will find a completed tour. Because this type of edge is
typically higher compared to the direct and alternative type of edges, any algorithm used should
be able to methodically eliminate most or all of them.
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Figure 5. TSP Network of Cities

4.3 Determining Control Solutions

There are two traditional approaches used to find control solutions, simulating the tour in
ideal driving conditions. The first used is the Nearest Neighbor (NN) heuristic. This algorithm is
very simple, and will get reasonable solutions very quickly. Due to its greedy nature, the optimal
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solution will have two properties: will be different for every starting city, and will be the same no
matter how many times the algorithm is run. The second heuristic is the more advanced
Simulated Annealing (SA) metaheuristic. This approach should provide better quality solutions
at the expense of computational effort. Due to the randomness built into SA, the optimal solution
will have two properties differing from NN: will be invariant of the starting city, and will be
different every time the algorithm is run. For both algorithms, control solutions are determined
by a nominal travel speed of 110 kilometers per hour (kph), and Eq. 1 is applied to transform
edges from distance units to time units.

4.3.1 Nearest Neighbor (NN) Heuristic

The NN greedy heuristic was used to find a reasonable solution very quickly. Because the
NN algorithm is computationally inexpensive, the algorithm was employed 25 times, once with
each city as the starting city. The minimum tour time can be thought as a control solution under
ideal driving conditions. Table 10 reports the tour time achieved from each starting city. The
minimum tour for all starting cities is 82.92 hours and is identical given the starting cities of St.
Louis, MO and Springfield, MO. That tour is shown in Figure 6, where the dashed links
+ga4U
represent links not present in the original distance matrix. Let fii
= 82.92 hours.

4.3.2 Simulated Annealing (SA)

Although the NN algorithm produces reasonable results very quickly, the best tour still
has three links that are inefficient, as there is no direct path or good alternative without going
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Table 10. Results for NN Algorithm under Ideal Driving Conditions.
*Represents Minimum for all Starting Cities
Tour Time
Tour Time
Starting City
Starting City
(hours)
(hours)
Albuquerque, NM
87.44
Little Rock, AR
93.33
Amarillo, TX
92.16
Lubbock, TX
93.51
Austin, TX
96.81
Memphis, TN
84.02
Baton Rouge, LA
88.03
New Orleans, LA
88.06
Colorado Springs, CO
92.16
Oklahoma City, OK
88.81
Corpus Christi, TX
98.05
Saint Louis, MO
82.92*
Dallas, TX
86.17
San Antonio, TX
99.67
Denver, CO
91.58
Shreveport, LA
86.51
El Paso, TX
86.73
Springfield, MO
82.92*
Houston, TX
96.43
Topeka, KS
94.45
Jackson, MS
91.89
Tulsa, OK
87.05
Kansas City, MO
85.12
Wichita, KS
85.82
Laredo, TX
98.05

through another city in the network. By employing a SA metaheuristic, the quality of results
should be improved at the expense of computational complexity. Because this metaheuristic, as
with any other, harnesses the power of randomness for accepting worse solutions, multiple
experiments were run, and the best experiment was accepted as the control solution simulating
ideal driving conditions.
Before providing the results, the following is an explanation of SA parameterization. The
number of temperature cycles, 0, is 500. The number of iterations within each cycle, 1, is 300.
The starting temperature, O% , was found using Eq. 11.
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Figure 6. Tour Resolved by NN Algorithm Starting at Saint Louis, MO or Springfield, MO.
Dashed links represent links not present in the original distance matrix.

O% =

−3S
777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777(11)
ln l

where: S is the standard deviation of objective function values from some initial experiments.
l is the probability of acceptance of a non-improving solution at the starting temperature.
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In this case, S changes based on randomness of preliminary trials. However, l is fixed at

0.60. In general, the initial temperature for all experiments is around 100. The final temperature
Om is fixed at a low value of 1 to ensure convergence to a local optimum. A geometric
temperature schedule is formed based on the variable initial temperature, fixed final temperature,
and the number of cycles. The fractional reduction in the temperature schedule is defined by n,
shown in Eq. 12.
Om
n=
O%

%
4o%

7777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777(12)

Although variable, experiments show that n is on the order of 0.99, indicating a slowly
decreasing temperature schedule. Table 11 shows ten experiments using these SA parameters
and the resulting tour times. Experiment six shows the minimum tour time, and that tour is
displayed in Figure 7. Unlike NN, this algorithm methodically eliminated all links not defined in
+ga4U
the original distance matrix. Let fpq
= 74.41 hours.

Table 11. Results for SA under Ideal Driving Conditions.
*Represents Minimum for all Experiments
Experiment Number
Tour Time (hours)
1
75.83
2
79.85
3
76.42
4
76.82
5
79.69
6
74.41*
7
79.69
8
77.78
9
78.65
10
80.28
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Best%SA
10%Exp)

Figure 7. Resulting Minimum Tour Resolved by SA

4.4 Acquiring the Right Weather Data

As mentioned in the methodology chapter, there is a bevy of weather data accessible and
potentially useable to solve this problem. Since a case study is being used to test this
methodology, real-time forecast data is not possible. The availability of hindcast data in

!
comparison to observed data is a limiting factor, so historical weather observations are used.
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While reanalysis gridded data has a large selection of environmental conditions, station data is
easier to acquire yet has all the necessary information to employ the proposed methodology.
Further explained in this section is the selection of environmental variables, acquisition of
historical weather observations, and emulating forecast probabilities from historical
observations.

4.4.1 Selection of Environmental Variables

The construction of set J of all inclement weather phenomena is based primary on the
collection of works presented in Section 2.2.2 but also considers the availability of weather data.
Rain and snow should clearly make their way as elements in J, but as Hranac et al. (2006) show,
precipitation intensity affects travel speed reduction. As such, both rain and snow events are
discretized into three intensity types: light, moderate, and heavy. These same three intensities are
provided by ASOS station observations. Andrey, Mills, and Adams (2001) mention that crash
risk is highest for non-snow frozen precipitation, namely sleet and freezing rain. These events are
intuitively risky for travelers, and should be included in J. Although much less common in
frequency, they are also discretized based on intensity. Lastly, Ashley et al. (2015) demonstrate
that fog is an important environmental variable that strictly limits or obscures visibility, causing
an increase in accident risk. Fog density could be discretized in similar fashion (light, moderate,
dense) based on visibility; but precipitation also reduces visibility, thus visibility becomes a
confounding variable. Since only the presence of fog is given by station data, fog is kept as an
aggregate variable regardless of density.

!
The set J has the following ten elements:
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1.! Light rain
2.! Moderate rain
3.! Heavy rain
4.! Light snow
5.! Moderate snow
6.! Heavy snow
7.! Light non-snow frozen precipitation
8.! Moderate non-snow frozen precipitation
9.! Heavy non-snow frozen precipitation
10.!Fog (any density)
!
!
!

4.4.2 Acquisition of Historical Weather Observations

Historical ASOS station data provided by Iowa Environmental Mesonet (IEM) at Iowa
State University was used to construct a database of weather observations for the network of
previously defined cities. Each IEM network of ASOS stations is defined by state lines, but
multiple stations within each state can be output to the same text file. Table 12 shows each city
and the corresponding ASOS station used for data extraction.
The data fields extracted for each station are 1-hour precipitation (in mm), visibility
(miles, as km is not an option), and present weather codes (categorical). Date and time stamps
are automatically attached to each observation. The date rage specified is roughly defined by
when the first city in the network began observing inclement weather, or 26 December 2015 at
00 UTC, until the last city in the network stopped seeing inclement weather, or 29 December
2015 at 00 UTC. Lastly, the data was exported as a comma delimited text file for easy
conversion to Excel.

!
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Table 12. Cities in the TSP Network and Corresponding ASOS Stations
ASOS
ASOS
City
State
City
State
Station
Station
Albuquerque
NM
ABQ
Little Rock
AR
LIT
Amarillo
TX
AMA
Lubbock
TX
LBB
Austin
TX
AUS
Memphis
TN
MEM
Baton Rouge
LA
BTR
New Orleans
LA
MSY
Colorado Springs
CO
COS
Oklahoma City
OK
OKC
Corpus Christi
TX
CRP
Saint Louis
MO
STL
Dallas
TX
DFW
San Antonio
TX
SAT
Denver
CO
DEN
Shreveport
LA
SHV
El Paso
TX
ELP
Springfield
MO
SGF
Houston
TX
IAH
Topeka
KS
TOP
Jackson
MS
JAN
Tulsa
OK
TUL
Kansas City
MO
MCI
Wichita
KS
ICT
Laredo
TX
LRD

All ten files text files were converted into a single Excel worksheet. Weather codes can
have multiple entries, in which case they are automatically space delimited. When constructing
the single database in an Excel worksheet, Excel reads comma and space delimiters to ensure
multiple weather codes belong to unique cells.

4.4.3 Emulating Forecasting Probabilities from Historical Observations

A full list of weather codes in this database was enumerated, and a binary relationship
matrix was created for each of the ten weather phenomena in J. For each weather code, a value of
one indicates that weather phenomenon j is occurring. All weather codes (if multiple) are
considered to indicate if each weather phenomenon j was occurring or not during each weather
observation. In the database, each historical observation has a binary value attached to all
weather phenomena in J.
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This binary relationship allows, in part, to statistically represent probabilistic behavior.

This is done with the motivation that the TSP is a planning tool, and that a probabilistic forecast
is most meaningful data for solving the stated problem. Using statistical probabilities from
observed data in lieu of real forecast probabilities is a major limitation, and could significantly
affect results.
In the next section, calculations showing how to penalize route times require an input of
probabilistic values for each of the ten weather events in J, and for all cities in the network. This
is ?(>) at any city from Section 3.4.1 in the Methodology chapter. Those probabilities can be
calculated given the binary values in the database. For each city, let r_5s,A be the binary
observation of weather phenomenon j. A probability of making that observation is simply the
mean of r_5s,A for all observations.
There are a couple of inherent issues in calculating probabilities in such a statistical
fashion. First, the temporal resolution of ASOS observations changes when inclement weather
hits. They are guaranteed hourly, but may occur more frequently with changes in weather.
Taking a simple average may cause some temporal bias, but this is taken as negligible for the
purpose of this research. Second, the absolute statistical probabilities are low in terms of a
probabilistic forecast. For example, the highest probability of any weather event in any city for
this case study was on the order of 0.4. In a forecast built by weather models, probabilities have
an upper bound of 1, especially for short-term forecasts. Unlike the minor temporal bias, this is
significant and should be corrected. Using Eq. 13, the maximum probability for all observation
types j in all cities n is scaled to 1, and the rest are scaled accordingly. This emulation technique
is not sufficient to replace a probabilistic forecast, but takes a stride in the right direction.

!
? >, t =

1
max ? >, t
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? >, t 77∀77> ∈ B, t ∈ V777777777777777777777777777777777777(13)

4.5 Transforming Edges with Upper and Lower Bounded Times

As stated by many sources in Chapter 2, each weather phenomenon in J implies some
increase in travel risk and a range of freeway travel speed reductions. The goal for this section is
to define three sets of parameters, then use those parameters in conjunction with probabilistic
travel conditions (from the previous section) and a set of calculations to provide upper and lower
bounds for travel times between all cities. Like the corresponding section in the Methodology
chapter, this section follows the same logical structure of developing a point TRI, getting point
speed reductions, and approximating edge speed reductions.

4.5.1 Developing a Point TRI

The first step in developing a point TRI is to come up with a set of parameters @A
quantifying some relative contribution of all elements in J. Recall that these parameters should
be such that the maximum value of one is representative of the worst-case scenario, and that the
minimum value greater than zero is representative of the event with the least implications of
travel risk. Table 13 shows the full set of parameters @A for all j based on literature from Sections
2.2.2 and 2.2.3 in rank-order fashion. The contribution parameters need not be linear in nature,
and overlapping values are acceptable. Normalizing @A is the next step in developing a TRI. This
normalized value is denoted by KA . Table 13 shows these values for all cities.
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Table 13. Risk Contribution Parameters
Contribution to
Relative contribution
Weather phenomenon, u
travel risk, vu
to travel risk,7wu
Light rain
0.1
0.018
Light snow
0.2
0.036
Fog (any density)
0.3
0.055
Moderate rain
0.4
0.073
Light non-snow frozen precipitation
0.5
0.091
Heavy rain
0.6
0.109
Moderate snow
0.7
0.127
Heavy snow
0.8
0.145
Moderate non-snow frozen precipitation
0.9
0.164
Heavy non-snow frozen precipitation
1.0
0.182

Since the following calculations must be done for all cities in the network, example
calculations henceforth are provided given the first city (alphabetically) in the network,
Albuquerque, NM. Table 14 shows OKPA (and thus the bolded sum value TRI) for the example
city using Eq. 3. with the corrected probabilities given in Eq. 13.

Table 14. TRI Value at Albuquerque, NM
Relative
Probability
Contribution
contribution
to
of
Event
Weather phenomenon, u
to TRI, ywzu
travel risk,7wu
x(u)
Light rain
0.071
0.018
0.0013
Light snow
0.899
0.036
0.0327
Fog (any density)
0.237
0.055
0.0129
Moderate rain
0
0.073
0
Light non-snow frozen precipitation
0.166
0.091
0.0151
Heavy rain
0
0.109
0
Moderate snow
0.095
0.127
0.0121
Heavy snow
0
0.145
0
Moderate non-snow frozen precipitation
0
0.164
0
Heavy non-snow frozen precipitation
0
0.182
0
Sum
-1
0.0741
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4.5.2 Getting Point Speed Reductions

There are two sets of parameters, ST,A and SU,A , representing upper and lower travel speed
reductions, respectively, due to weather conditions j required to complete the calculations in this
section. These sets of travel speed reduction parameters should be universal to all cities. Table 15
shows speed reduction percentages for all weather elements in set J. Values for SU,A and ST,A
follow consistently with TRB (2000, pp. 22-8 to 22-9), Hranac et al. (2006), and Agarwal, Maze,
and Souleyrette, (2005) with a hint of intuition based on the work of Andrey, Mills, and Adams
(2001) for the lesser explored weather events in J.

Table 15. Lower and Upper Bounds for Travel Speed Reductions by Inclement Weather Type
Lower Bound for
Upper Bound for
Speed Reduction (%), Speed Reduction (%),
Weather phenomenon, u
{|,u
{},u
Light rain
1
4
Light snow
2
7
Fog (any density)
8
25
Moderate rain
3
12
Light non-snow frozen precipitation
8
15
Heavy rain
10
25
Moderate snow
6
16
Heavy snow
15
35
Moderate non-snow frozen precipitation
12
30
Heavy non-snow frozen precipitation
20
60

Bounds for mixed probabilistic speed reductions, :UX+Y for lower bounds and :TX+Y for
upper bounds, can be calculated using Eq. 5 and Eq. 6, respectively. Table 16 uses Albuquerque,
NM as an example showing these calculations of bounded speed reductions. The bolded values
in the last row are the target values.
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Table 16. Probabilistic Speed Reductions for Albuquerque, NM
{|,u
{},u
~u
ÄÅÇ
Weather phenomenon, u
x(u)
|,u
Light rain
0.071
0.01
0.04
0.017
~0
Light snow
0.899
0.02
0.07
0.441 0.0079
Fog (any density)
0.237
0.08
0.25
0.174 0.0033
Moderate rain
0
0.03
0.12
0
0
Light non-snow frozen precipitation
0.166
0.08
0.15
0.204 0.0027
Heavy rain
0
0.10
0.25
0
0
Moderate snow
0.095
0.06
0.16
0.163 0.0009
Heavy snow
0
0.15
0.35
0
0
Moderate non-snow frozen
0
0.12
0.30
0
0
precipitation
Heavy non-snow frozen precipitation
0
0.20
0.60
0
0
Sum
---1
0.0149

ÄÅÇ
},u
~0
0.0278
0.0103
0
0.0051
0
0.0025
0
0
0
0.0457

Lastly, these speed reduction percentages should be used against a nominal travel speed
to update a realistic travel speed. This is done simply using Eq. 7 and Eq. 8. With a nominal
travel speed of 110 kph, the approximated travel speeds under probabilistic adverse weather at
Albuquerque, NM are :U = 104.97 kph (lower bound) and :T = 108.36 kph (upper bound).

4.5.2 Getting Edge Speed Reductions

Through similar calculations for the city of Amarillo, TX, one would find :U = 105.20
kph and :T = 108.06 kph. By applying Eq. 9 and Eq. 10, the upper bound for travel time
(fastest) between these two cities is 4.29 hours while the lower bound (slowest) is 4.42 hours.
This simple averaging was done for all cities in the network.
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4.6 Determining Solutions in Adverse Weather

Both NN and SA heuristics are employed in the same fashion as finding the control
solutions. For each heuristic, both upper bound and lower bound travel times are used.

4.6.1 Nearest Neighbor Solutions

Using upper bound times, the NN solution converged on the same optimal tour for ideal
Teeab

driving conditions, only with a longer tour time of 84.52 hours. Let fii

= 84.52 hours. Using

lower bound times, the NN algorithm produced a unique tour with the starting city Springfield,
MO. That tour is shown in Figure 8. Again, there are three edges used, represented by dashed
lines, that are not in the original sparse edge matrix. That expected tour time is 88.64 hours, so
U_`ab
let fii
= 88.64 hours.

4.6.2 Simulated Annealing Solutions

Using the same SA parameters to find the control solution, ten experiments were run for
each upper bound times and lower bound times. Experiment results are shown in Table 17. Using
upper bound times, the minimum tour time found was 77.48 hours. This tour is shown in Figure
9. Using lower bound times, the minimum tour time found was 79.06. This tour is shown in
Teeab

Figure 10. Let fpq

U_`ab
= 77.48 hours, and let fpq
= 79.06 hours.
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Figure 8. Tour Resolved by NN Algorithm Using Lower Bound Times Starting at Springfield,
MO. Dashed links represent links not present in the original distance matrix.
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Table 17. Results for SA under Adverse Driving Conditions.
*Represents Minimum for all experiments
Experiment Number
Tour Time (hours)
Tour Time (hours)
Upper Bound
Lower Bound
1
78.95
82.11
2
77.48*
79.93
3
79.55
82.01
4
78.82
85.24
5
81.50
82.88
6
77.96
79.06*
7
77.60
83.56
8
79.61
79.80
9
78.57
84.11
10
80.56
82.60
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Figure 9. Tour Resolved by SA Using Upper Bound Times

!
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Figure 10. Tour Resolved by SA Using Lower Bound Times

!
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CHAPTER 5
Discussion and Future Work
A methodological framework integrating meteorological sciences into an operations
research problem has been presented. A high-level overview of the process involves careful
definition of the TSP network, finding control solutions to simulate a tour during ideal driving
conditions, prudent procurement of weather data, using that weather data to transform the edges
in the network, then once again resolving the TSP with updated edges to understand impact of
dynamic weather systems on expected tour time.
Not only was adverse weather used to simulate a realistic, real world constraint in the
TSP, but also roadway distances were used between real cities rather than Euclidian distances to
add another element of verisimilitude. Despite these realistic contributions to the TSP, there is
still a long road ahead to accurately model the problem at large, making the TSP a truly valuable
planning tool.
The remainder of this concluding chapter gives a condensed side-by-side comparison of
results to draw conclusions simply and efficiently, some concluding remarks about this research,
and a healthy discussion of future work.
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5.1 Comparison of Results

Two classic optimization techniques were used with three different sets of edges to solve
a defined TSP network of cities. The two optimization techniques used were NN and SA. The
three different sets of edges were based on expected travel time due to varying weather
conditions. They were expected travel times during ideal driving conditions and upper and lower
bounds for travel times based on some probabilistic adverse driving conditions. Throughout,
values for tour time, f+É , were tracked, where:
h = {VV, ÑÖ}
9 = {h3Ü0á, àllÜâ, áäãÜâ}
Table 18 shows all tour times f+É 7∀7h, 9.

Table 18. Summary of All Expected Tour Times

Å

çåÅ (all times are in
hours)

å

Nearest Neighbor
Simulated Annealing

Ideal times

Upper bound times

Lower bound times

82.92
74.41

84.52
77.48

88.64
79.06

Each of the tours representing the times shown in Table 18 are presented in the same
format in Figure 11. Note that dashed lines represent links between cities that were not in the
original distance matrix because there was no direct or alternative roadway route connecting
those cities.
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Figure 11. Each Tour Represented by the Minimum Tour Time for Each Value of Tau.
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5.2 Concluding Remarks

The effect of adverse weather on transportation systems has been made undeniably clear.
Not only does this research provide insight on that front, but many studies have been conducted
to explain how various environmental conditions increase risk of accident in transit and/or
reduce travel speeds. Transportation sciences have their own unique challenges, but there is
clearly overlap with operations research problems. Some notable operations research problems
relatable to transportation science are the shortest route problem, vehicle routing problem, and
the notorious TSP. The only possible way to integrate meteorological sciences into any of these
network problems is through extensive study of the weather/infrastructure relationship.
There have been a couple major barriers in connecting two previously unconnected
academic fields. Most important of those barriers is connecting dynamic and static systems. In
atmospheric and oceanic sciences, variables of interest are generally continuous, captured at
regular time intervals. In operations research, variables of interest are generally discrete,
captured at irregular time intervals. This discrepancy proves a challenge within this research and
will do so moving forward. Another barrier in successfully connecting these sciences is data
compatibility. Data for meteorologists is designed to improve weather science, not operations
research. For example, future temperature may have implications on ice cream sales as well as
cloud cover on the following day. Next day cloud cover improves weather science, whereas
projected ice cream sales do not. Prediction of next day ice cream sales only advances operations
research, as this has no effect on the weather. One overlap of the two fields that should be
exacerbated is statistical acumen. Both operations researchers and meteorologists alike are well
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versed in descriptive and inferential statistics. This coincidence can be levied appropriately to
further the interaction between these sciences.

5.3 Future Work

The relationship of weather and transportation systems is wildly complex. In this
research, two significant effects have been explored: how weather can influence accident risk,
and how weather can influence travel speed. These two aspects are undoubtedly significant,
however, there are many more facets of this relationship to explore. Everything from traffic
volume to terrain and driver behavior to road maintenance are eligible to improve the quality of
solutions.
Immediate next steps should explore the effects of spatial distribution, quality of input
weather data, and the methodology at large. The spatial distribution of cities in the TSP network
is assumed to be an important aspect of the problem. How would the results change if more cities
were added within the same region? What would happen if the spatial extent of cities expanded?
Shrank? It was stated that recreating probabilistic behavior from observed weather could be a
limiting factor. What if this problem was proposed on Christmas of 2015, and real forecast data
was provided? Would this make a significant impact on tour selection and expected tour time?
While the proposed methodological framework is a great start to making this interdisciplinary
connection, the inherent problem lies in the fact that weather systems are dynamic and the TSP is
a static problem. The method presented overcame this hurdle by properly aligning a time

!
horizon, and transforming the dynamic issue to be resolved in a static environment. Is there
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another way around this hurdle?
There is, however, work that can be performed concurrently while the previous questions
are being answered. The eager participant should more deeply explore the effect of adverse
weather on transportation systems. Andrey, Mills, and Vandermolen (2001) state “a few isolated
studies have considered the effects of sunlight glare, heat stress and barometric pressure on
collision risk, but the evidence is too sparse to draw any definitive conclusions”. These effects
may seem minor, but better information on these topics would contribute positively to public
health. Other aspects such as driver behavior, winter road maintenance, and available sunlight
may play a more compelling role in this relationship, thus giving greater gain with lesser effort.
After those initial questions have been answered, presented are some long-term goals.
One is to extend the science beyond the TSP. This operations research problem was chosen
because it is currently well documented and there are few variations. One generalization of the
TSP is the vehicle routing problem. This problem attempts to add realistic constraints to the TSP
but has become so disparate that a hierarchical classification system is needed just to identify
problem type. Can concepts from this and future research be brought into different classes of
vehicle routing problems? Another long-term goal could be real-time routing solutions given a
current weather forecast. Perhaps there is a way to import forecast data from a convenient
weather application, and incorporate that into the most up-to-date routing algorithms. The
possibilities seem endless.
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